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EDITORIAL
Sharing
cheeses

More than ever, both in France
and abroad, consumers are enjoying a never-ending love affair with
cheese.
Behind each product, there are enthusiastic men and women, channelling all their expertise into innovation so that their cheeses never
cease to surprise people and win
them over…

Alain Dubois, President

Céline Glineur, Exhibition Manager

This year’s Cheese and Dairy Products Show is for them – these
producers, manufacturers, dairy
professionals and cheese-makers
who set such great store by excellence and authenticity, so appreciated by people in France. We want
this year's show to remain the unmissable event for people in the
cheese-making profession.
God save the cheese. Could it be
that cheese is in just as abundant
a supply on the other side of the
Channel? For the first time, the
United Kingdom will be taking
centre stage. The show will be an
opportunity to learn more about
some of the 700 or so varieties of
British cheeses!
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Visitors will also get to enjoy even
more tastings than in previous
years – there will be a brand-new
programme of unusual pairings,
prize-winning products from the
second edition of the Coups de
Coeur competition and new cheese
trends.
The whole Cheese and Dairy Products Show team is looking forward
to seeing you between 25 and 28
February 2018 for a highly refined
visit.
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WHAT'S NEW FOR 2018?
A SHOW WITH

1.1 CHARACTER

new

2018

4 days of unique tasting experiences, meetings with
enthusiastic producers, opportunities to find out
what's going on in the cheese sector in 2018...

In 2018, spotlight on… the United Kingdom
Ah... the United Kingdom, alongside its monarchy
and its slightly eccentric pop culture you'll find many
cheeses and producers who dare to do things differently! Exhibitors such as Neal’s Yard Dairy, Wyke
Farms, Fine Cheese co, Snowdonia Cheese Company, Isle of Man Creamery and Bradbury and son will
be there to provide evidence that there is more to
cheese than just Cheddar in the UK! Visitors will be
able to attend workshops all about British cheeses on
the Events Stage. And of course there will be tastings
to help them choose from more than 700 varieties of
cheese!

Over the years, the Cheese and Dairy Products Show
has established itself as the leading event for professionals in the milk dairy sector for traditional cheeses! A unique forum where cheese retailers, restaurant
owners and distributors can meet producers and manufacturers of equipment from all over Europe.4 days
during which professionals will be on the lookout for
new products and services, with one aim in mind: unearth products that will tickle people's taste buds and
astound the senses of cheese enthusiasts! This year's
show – the 15th – is a little different. In addition to an
events-packed programme, for the first time, one particular country will be taking centre stage: the United
Kingdom!

new

The Discovery Village
2018
for meeting budding new companies
This year, the Show is featuring the Discovery Village
for producers who are taking part for the first time. 6
exhibitors will be grouped together in the same hall,
including Laiterie Moderne, Fierbois Tradition, Fromages Bach and Le Bois d’Amalthée. Some of the products that visitors will be able to enjoy include crème
de gruyère, fondue moitié/moitié, uniquely flavoured
yoghurts, sage tomme, and a number of goat’s cheeses.A real springboard for these cheese craftsmen
who will be able to conduct high-quality business!

210 exhibitors will be representing Europe's
cheese-producing countries… as well as the United
States!
For the 15th edition, 210 French and European companies have signed up and will be representing cheeses
from all over Europe. A whole range of nationalities
will be in attendance alongside many French producers, including the British, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese
and Irish. And for the first time, the Cellars at Jasper Hill will be showcasing a selection of American
cheeses, including the famous "Harbison" – a pasteurised cow's milk cheese which – once it has been aged
for a long time – can be enjoyed with a teaspoon!

new

Discover cheese beyond the walls
2018
with the Paris Cheese Experience
The Paris Cheese Experience is a major new event
for 2018. A few lucky visitors will be able to spend
Tuesday 27 February enjoying an original cheesemaking experience between Rungis – the refiners'
stores – and the capital's most fashionable cheesedairy professionals!

Companies exhibiting for the first time…
Featuring 30% new companies, the Cheese and Dairy
Products Show is expanding its offering this year with
a number of new exhibitors which provide products
and services for fitting out stores, equipment, materials and – obviously – for manufacturing cheeses
and dairy products. These include: Bragard (which designs clothes for professionals), Nakide (an architecture firm specialised in fitting out stores), Tentation
Fromages (online cheese dairy and cheese boxes), Siffert Frech Affineurs (producer and refiner of Munster
cheese), the Amuse (prestigious cheese dairy in the
Netherlands) and Spanish Cheese SL (Spanish cheese
exporter).
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AN EVENTS-PACKED

1.2 PROGRAMME

25 events are scheduled at the Events Stage over the 4 days of the show. Expand
your knowledge, watch competitions, refine your palate, try out some unusual
pairings – there will be something for everyone at the show.

The show’s Coups de Coeur competition
Following on from the success of the first edition in 2016, the 2018 show is once again
going to be playing host to the Coups de Coeur competition. In December, a judging
panel made up of cheese professionals met to vote for their 10 winning products from
among the 140 registered in the Coups de Coeur competition. You'll find out about
them in this press pack.

Unusual Pairings
The Unusual Pairings really are the show's flagship event – they'll take people on
journeys to far off places with their sometimes unexpected associations. This year,
visitors will be able to enjoy coffees, sake, honeys, fruits and teas alongside cheese.
Experts' Meetings
Visitors
will
be
able
to
have
one-to-one
conversations
with
experts from professional partner organisations to expand their
knowledge
or
supplement
their
training
about
various
issues.
The schedule includes sharing information about allergens, social networks as a
means of promoting retail businesses and – once again – setting up or taking over a
retail outlet.

The Fontainebleau Competition
The Fontainebleau Competition was first held in 2016 and is back this year with 2 new
features: in the morning of Sunday 25 February, candidates will prepare their recipes
live in front of the judging panel and the visitors! And the 2018 Competition will focus
on 3 recipe categories: traditional, sweet and savoury.

The Lyre d’Or Competition
Another highly appreciated event is the “Lyre d’Or” competition organised by the Ile
de France Union of Cheese-makers. It recognises talent in creating cheese platters and
is mainly for employees working in specialist boutiques. A competition that require
several weeks of preparation for the 16 contestants taking part in the 2018 edition.
This year, contestants will be invited to submit a cheese platter that is appropriate for
a wedding.
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1.3

DISCOVERING

CHEESE-MAKING EXPERTISE

Being held this year for the first time, the Paris Cheese Experience is an opportunity to better
understand the day-to-day lives of cheese and dairy professionals in Paris, to visit the Rungis
food market and its Dairy Products hall, and then meet some of the most popular refiners, as
well as some younger cheesmongers who are bursting with ideas.
Find out more about the schedule for Tuesday 27 February which is all about discovery, inspiration and
talking to enthusiastic professionals. The 15 lucky visitors will get to spend the whole day with an expert –
cheesemonger Marwen Amor.
Morning: Starting at 5:30 am, a walk around the Rungis International Market – the capital's stomach:
tour of the Dairy Products Hall – the largest cheese platter in the world – and meetings with wholesalers.
Afternoon: Guided tours of some Paris companies which are innovating in a number of areas – the production process, refining, merchandising, tastings, etc.

Evening: Attendance at the Show's Evenings entertainment, exclusively for the exhibitors.

AN ITINERARY FOR A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE!
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1.4

THE SHOW'S

2018 EXPERTS
Xavier THURET, Cheese and Dairy Product Expert

Founder and President of the Ligue des Fromagers Extraordinaires (League of Extraordinary
Cheese-Makers)
Winner of the 2007 “Meilleur Ouvrier de France” in
the cheesmongers category.
Flying cheesmonger ! Were-cheesmonger ! Big Cheese...
Xavier Thuret enjoys shaking up the job, reinventing it every day.
His job is to make cheese "smart". He provides the industry with support as it explores new markets.
He comes from a family of dairy livestock farmers and
helps small producers to give meaning to their products,
making them more accessible.
Enamoured with everything to do with mealtimes, a good
meal for him is "cheese and dessert".
For him, cheese is always the focal point when it comes
to food – everywhere from school canteens to Michelin-starred restaurants.

Marwen Amor, cheese retailer
With his Tunisian father and French mother, he didn't exactly seem destined to become a cheese retailer.
Once he'd finished school, he headed for France and ended up working on a farm in the Lot département. And it
was a revelation. He'd made his decision. He was going to
become a cheesmongers !
After two years studying (at the ENIL – the national dairy
sector institute), in 2008 he joined Marie Quatrehomme’s
(best craftsperson in France) team in Paris for an intense
period of work and apprenticeship.
Then in 2012, he and a friend set up a fully-fledged testing
laboratory: The Vache dans les Vignes. At the same time,
he worked on assembling his own professional network
(World Cheese Awards, meetings with renowned members of planet "cheese", etc.).
He recently settled in western France and is now preparing a new cheese-based project, working at the Toulouse
IFOPCA. Watch this space.
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1.5

THE SHOW AT A GLANCE

President
ALAIN DUBOIS

Manager
CÉLINE GLINEUR

Paris Expo
Porte de Versailles
hall 7.3

Sunday 25
to Wednesday 28
February 2018

1991

15

First held

9 am to 7 pm
except Wednesdays,
closed at 3 pm

x2
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Biennial
show

Edition

Show reserved
for industry
professionals

25
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www.salon-fromage.com
@SalonduFromage
#SalonDuFromage

The show’s
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Professional bodies
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Services

Fine
cheeses

exhibitors

3O

21O

companies
registered

exhibitors
from overseas

6O

12

3O

%

new
products

countries*

%

(declared as of 8 January
2018)

new
exhibitors

* Countries present (as of 8 January 2018): Germany - Belgium - Denmark - Spain - United States
France – Ireland – Italy – the Netherlands – Portugal – United Kingdom – Switzerland

visitors

7OOO
visitors
expected

96

%

satisfaction rate *

* Source: 2016 Cheese and Dairy Products Show

18

%
of visitors
come from
overseas*

41

%

retailers
(cheese-dairy professionals, speciality
grocers, etc.)*
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TOP 5

overseas countries:
Belgium – Switzerland –
the Netherlands – the
United Kingdom –
Germany*

2O

%

wholesalers,
buyers for supermarkets and hypermarkets*
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GOD SAVE THE CHEESE

IN 2018, THE
CHEESE AND DAIRY
PRODUCTS SHOW
WILL BE SHOWCASING
THE UNITED
KINGDOM.

Although the United Kingdom is often associated with the monarchy, pop and rock music, red buses, its sacred teatime, rain and its
lush green countryside, it also has a very well-established cheese
tradition that is still not particularly well known outside the UK.
Indeed, it has more than 700 varieties of cheese and nearly 18
PDO and PGI cheese and dairy products.
"We chose the United Kingdom as the first country we wanted to
showcase because we wanted to surprise people and introduce
as many of them as possible to its wide variety of little-known
cheeses" says Céline Glineur, Exhibition Manager.

250 manufacturers of artisan cheeses
700 varieties of cheeses produced
16 AOP cheeses
422,263 tonnes of cheese produced in 2016

Nearly 150,000 tonnes of cheese exported to 130 countries in 2016
13.4 kg of cheese and 3.2 kg of butter
consumed by the British per year

Throughout its 4 days, the Cheese and Dairy Products Show will be featuring a packed programme, including presentations and pairings. There will also be a number of surprises designed to provide professional visitors with a
better understanding of British cheeses and dairy products!

Portraits of 3 British exhibitors
The Fine Cheese Co.
Stand A085

Your business:
Founded in 1981 by Ann-Marie Dyas in Bath, Somerset – the “birthplace of
Cheddar”– we specialise in selling artisan cheeses, made mainly using raw
milk.
Which British cheese will you be showcasing at the show?
We have recently added a ewe’s milk Cheddar and an oak-smoked Cheddar
to our line-up of traditional Cheddars, together with a goat's milk and nut
Cheddar. So we now have a complete range of 4 different Cheddars made
using 3 different milks.
What do you enjoy cheese with?
Our new range of flavoured crackers, with fresh recipes which reflect the
demands of our increasingly sophisticated public!
Why are you taking part in this year’s Cheese and Dairy Products Show?
The show is not just an opportunity to meet our international customers.
Each of the visitors that we talk to at the show is extremely enthusiastic
about the cheese-making sector – just like us.
We believe this event is the best place to showcase the excellence of British
cheese-making.
www.finecheese.co.uk
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Isle of Man Creamery
Stand B122
Your business:
We are a cooperative of farmers who produce dairy products from our company on the Isle of Man. Our 32 farms supply more than 26 million L of
milk which travels less than 18 miles from our dairy farms to the creamery
– which guarantees that it is as fresh as possible.
Which British cheese will you be showcasing at the show?
Our Isle of Man Creamery Vintage Cheddar, matured for up to 18 months. A
luxurious subtly sweet cheese with nutty undertones.
What do you enjoy cheese with?
Biscuits, chutney, butter and grapes. Our Cheddar is excellent grilled and
melted on toast.
Why are you taking part in this year’s Cheese and Dairy Products Show?
It's an opportunity to establish links with clients and cheese-makers from
all over the world.
www.isleofmancreamery.com

Neal’s Yard Dairy
Stand D087
Your business:
The main purpose of our business is to constantly improve the quality of
British cheeses. We enjoy special, ongoing relationships with cheese-producers.
Which British cheese will you be showcasing at the show?
Obviously, we'll be presenting the great veined classics (Stilton Colston
Basset and Stichelton), as well as a number of Cheddars (including Montgomery, Hafod and Lincolnshire Poacher). We'll also be bringing traditional
regional cheeses, such as Sparkerhoe Red Leicester.
What do you enjoy cheese with?
Crackers, chutney, mince pies and Eccles cakes, with Ed Sheeran in the
background!
Why are you taking part in this year’s Cheese and Dairy Products Show?
It's a good way to get in touch with our friends and clients
from the world of cheese from all four corners of the globe.
But it's also an opportunity to meet new potential clients.
www.nealsyarddairy.co.uk
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A CLOSE LOOK AT WHAT'S GOING ON
IN THE CHEESE SECTOR

3.1 FIGURES
AND TRENDS

In 2018, the trends affecting the cheese sector are similar to those affecting our society. At a time when everything
seems to be going (too) quickly, many people are trying to slow down a little and take the time to be themselves and
better appreciate the world around them. According to the Food 2016 study conducted by Kantar TNS for the SIAL,
59% of people in France say that eating is an enjoyable pastime. 52% say they enjoy discovering new sensations and
77% prefer simple products that have not undergone major transformations so they can appreciate their authenticity.

Both in the town and in the country
City-dwellers have understood that it is now urgent for them to get away from the town and breathe
again. So they are bringing nature into their day-to-day lives, creating new habits to bring them closer to
a natural environment – like the urban gardens which are blooming on people's balconies or even directly
in their kitchens. More than ever, they are sensitive to authenticity and regional pleasures, and are advocating getting back to their roots with high-quality products.
Ewe’s milk cheese with black garlic cream – Quesos Vega Sotelamos: this cheese is wonderfully soft.
Once on the palate, the black garlic gives it caramelised notes.
Cabassou with wild garlic – Autour du Buis des Cabasses: the wild garlic is added just before the maturing
process and gives this ewe’s milk cheese a slightly spicy flavour.
Spring flower tomme – Siffert Frech Affineurs: this farmhouse tomme is covered in dried edible flowers.
A cheese that is both fine-looking and tasty!

Curious gourmet
A fine palate is something you have to work on. The sophisticated gourmet is constantly on the lookout
for new culinary experiences that showcase fine products. He gives particular consideration to products
that are the result of expertise, which are in line with his responsible mindset while also feeding his curiosity.
Erborinato Sancarlone Caffé - Luigi Guffanti: a new kind of blue cheese which is refined for 90 days after
it has been covered with ground coffee beans. This extremely gourmet cheese can even be enjoyed as a
dessert!
Tomme covered with cheese yeast with beer and hops – Les Caves d’Affinage de Savoie: Savoy tomme
refined with slightly salty water (brine) to which local beer and hops are added. Lingers a while on the
palate.
Le Petit Touquet – Fromagerie Ste Godeleine: cow's milk cheese brushed with Touquet beer and then
wrapped in a thin layer of artisan bread crumbs. A surprising recipe!

16
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Home sweet home
All the castles in the world cannot compete with the peace and quiet of one's own home or apartment.
Strongly influenced over the last few years by the Scandinavian trend that advocates feeling at one with
one’s home, we are keen to turn our indoor space into something that affords us with protection against
the outside world: harmony, positive waves, time standing still, taking care of oneself, welcoming people
who count and most importantly, enjoying oneself.
Stuffed PDO Camembert kit, gourmet edition – Gillot: the first Michelin-starred chef’s kit for stuffing
one's Camembert oneself. It contains a PDO Normandy Camembert, hand-moulded on a table and made
with raw milk, and 3 sachets of filling – everything you need to create cep-based, buckwheat or pear
stuffing.
Époisses Fondu – Fromagerie Gaugry: Epoisses is often enjoyed as part of cheese platters and is also
highly appreciated as a cooking aid. It is easy to cook or spread.
Organic Swiss half-half fondue – Mifroma: The traditional and famous organic Swiss half-half fondue is
made up of 50% organic Swiss Gruyère and 50% organic Fribourg Vacherin.

A taste of your childhood
A flavour, a fragrance… and suddenly we are immersed in a distant fond memory. Childhood and its sweet
aromas, its gourmet treats and decadent desserts, intact even in adulthood. A thoroughly enjoyable trip
back through time!
Goat’s cheese nougat – Chêne vert: fresh goat’s cheese blended with dry roasted fruit “nougat fashion".
Ekia chestnut-vanilla treat – Bastidarra:ewe’s milk yoghurt flavoured with natural vanilla extract, on a
bed of chestnut purée.
Caramel goat’s cheese galette – Fromagerie Le Père Bafien: surprising pairing of goat’s cheese with a caramel topping for this relatively unrefined raw milk cheese resulting in a fresh and creamy taste.
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15 NEW PRODUCTS

3.2. TO TASTE

The Cheese and Dairy Products Show is THE place to find out about all the new cheeses and cheese
accessories that will soon be making their way to gourmet tables. Many new products will be unveiled at the show. Here's a selection of 15 from the 60 that have been listed to date which were
released in 2017 or which will be during the course of 2018:

Professional clothing for
cheese-makers – Bragard

Ewe’s milk cheese with figs
Fromagerie Aramits

To celebrate its 85th birthday, Bragard has
created a collection of items for cheesedairy professionals. These professionals
play a key, pivotal role in France's Art of Living and between producers and consumers,
representing a whole tradition and a heritage that need to be protected. Stand B023

A delicious ewe’s milk cheese on a bed of
fig jam. Stand E117

Garlic Ortolan and fine herbs
Fromagerie Milleret

Mountain tomme with wild garlic –
Fromagerie Pochat et Fils

In 2018, the famous Ortolan will be served
with garlic and fine herbs. A gourmet garlic, parsley, onion and tarragon filling.
Stand C073

Delicious farmhouse tomme made with raw
cow's cheese sprinkled with wild garlic. A firm
and tender cheese with a powerful taste that
lingers on the palate. Stand E015

CHEESES &
DAIRY PRODUCTS

EQUIPMENT
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Ewe’s milk tomme
Fromageries Papillon

Bleu de chèvre (blue goat’s milk
cheese)
Fromages Bach

Pressed ewe’s milk cheese, refined for at
least 8 months, giving it a soft and tender
texture and a balanced taste, slightly typical of ewe’s milk cheeses, with fruity notes.
Stand B087

A farmhouse cheese made with raw goat's
milk, featuring a veined texture that makes it
look like a small tomme. When it is refined, the
blue goat’s milk cheese becomes more gentle
and releases more pronounced flavours. Stand
A028

DanaCoverSeal
Danapak Flexibles

Caramelised Ruscello Black Lemon Intercheese Holland

A product innovation designed to make
it easier for elderly people to open trays
sealed with a foil seal: there is a perforation
in the foil seal's strip: you can push your
fork through it, making it easier to open.
Stand A046

A caramelised cheese with a surprising and
refreshing taste, and hints of lemon. Stand
E121

CHEESES &
DAIRY PRODUCTS

EQUIPMENT
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Pure ewe’s milk tomme with
Espelette Ondua peppers
Onetik

Ewe’s milk yoghurt
Laiterie Fabre

A ewe’s milk tomme flavoured with
Espelette peppers. A marriage of two
Basque-country products. Stand D049

Yoghurt mixed with organic ewe's milk on
a bed of organic fruit: chestnuts, bilberries,
morello cherries.
Stand A055

Villa Rucola
Treur Kaas

Gruyère Blue Cheese
H. Huguenin Fromages SA

Villa Rucola is a Dutch Gouda-style cheese
made at a local thermalised cow's milk
farm. The rocula, fenugreek and coriander
are all added during the manufacturing process. Stand A013

Blue, veined mountain cream cheese made
from thermalised cow's milk. This is a halfhard cheese made using artisan methods
at the village cheese dairy in the Fribourg
canton.
Stand C074

CHEESES &
DAIRY PRODUCTS

EQUIPMENT
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Camembert Heater
Boska

Immanente
Le Bois d'Amalthée

For oven-roasting’s one’s Camembert then
keeping it warm on the table with an exclusive heating device. The kit includes a
dish and a porcelain lid, a cast-iron heating
device, a plate-heater candle and recipes.
Stand E006

Coloured goat's milk tomme. Made by manually moulding the curds, and then lightly
pressing them, this tomme will provide a
colourful surprise. Moulded with raw goat's
milk and then adorned with turmeric, charcoal or simply left on its own, the stacking
of curd strata and their subtle blends create
harmonious curves when the cheese is sliced.
Stand B027

Pavé des Cazelles
Fromagerie Gabriel Coulet
The Pavé des Cazelles is a pasteurised
ewe’s
milk
tomme
refined in the Aveyron drying halls.
Stand D005

CHEESES &
DAIRY PRODUCTS

EQUIPMENT
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WHAT OUR EXHIBITORS
ARE SAYING...
MEN AND WOMEN,

EXPERTS IN TASTE SHARING THEIR ENTHUSIASM
First and foremost, the Cheese and Dairy Products Show is all about enthusiastic men and women! Producers, distributors and equipment manufacturers from all over the world who have
come to share their enthusiasm and their traditional expertise. Loyal exhibitors, new exhibitors from France and overseas who are just starting out, etc. Don't delay – come find out more!

Jacky Achard – Monts de Joux – France
Your business:
The Mont de Joux cheese dairy will be celebrating its 50th birthday at the show. Our
cooperative is made up of around 270 milk producers and 11 cheese dairies, including 11
Comté dairies.
Your business is synonymous with:
High-quality and complying with PDO specifications!
What do you enjoy cheese with?
A good bottle of dry white wine.
Why are you taking part in this year’s Cheese and Dairy Products Show?
It's an unmissable event for our business sector and we couldn't miss it after 50 years.
www.lesmontsdejoux.com

Vincent Calpe – Nakide – France
Your business:
A retail architecture firm, specialised in fitting out food shops.
Your business is synonymous with:
Supporting cheese-dairy professionals as their business grows.
What do you enjoy cheese with?
Before tasting it, we try to enhance it at the store using innovative techniques for arranging the products.
Why are you taking part in this year’s Cheese and Dairy Products Show?
It's an excellent opportunity for us to meet other stakeholders in the sector, mainly
cheese-making craftsmen. The Cheese and Dairy Products Show is also an opportunity
to find out about the latest trends and get inspiration for future projects.
www.nakide.fr
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Ramon Caballé – Fromagerie de la Durance – France
Your business:
We are an artisan cheese maker with a range that includes soft cheeses, hard cooked
cheeses, veined cheeses, raclette cheeses and tommes.
Your business is synonymous with:
Regional identity! We make cheeses that have powerful links with the very geographically small regions from which their milk comes.
What do you enjoy cheese with?
Products from our region! These include wines from Valserres, honeys from the Queyras
and jams from Guillestre.
Why are you taking part in this year’s Cheese and Dairy Products Show?
The show is an opportunity for us to meet clients from far afield and get to know potential clients, suppliers, etc.
www.fromageriedeladurance.fr

Giovanni Guffanti Fiori – Luigi Guffanti – Italy
Your business:
Cheese-maker since 1876
Your business is synonymous with:
Enthusiasm and culture
What do you enjoy cheese with?
Bread, wine and good company!
Why are you taking part in this year’s Cheese and Dairy Products Show?
Because in France, there is a well-established cheese tradition.
www.guffantiformaggi.com

Charlotte Laurent – Bragard – France
Your business:
Creator of high-quality professional clothing
Your business is synonymous with:
Good service, high quality, style, tradition, etc.
What do you enjoy cheese with?
A fine wine!
Why are you taking part in this year’s Cheese and Dairy Products Show?
Because we have been making clothing for people in food-related professions for 85
years, including cheese-makers, for whom we have created a dedicated collection for
2018! We were therefore keen to present our new items at the show.
www.bragard.com
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Emilie Fléchard – Fromagerie Gillot – France
Your business:
Cheese dairy specialised in making Norman cheeses from raw milk
Your business is synonymous with:
Unique flavours, enthusiastic women and men, tradition and innovation
What do you enjoy cheese with?
A good country loaf – it's as simple as that.
Why are you taking part in this year’s Cheese and Dairy Products Show?
It's an opportunity to meet our clients – particularly our export clients – as well as generating good business opportunities.
www.fromageriegillot.fr

Lucie Dombre – Fromagerie des Cabasses – France
Your business:
Small family cheese-dairy which makes cheese from raw ewe’s milk, using its time-honoured expertise.
Your business is synonymous with:
Enthusiasm and enjoyment!
What do you enjoy cheese with?
A table brimming with people I'm fond of.
Why are you taking part in this year’s Cheese and Dairy Products Show?
We've been taking part since the very beginning! It’s an opportunity to meet our current
and future clients and our colleagues in a warm and friendly atmosphere.

Antoine Bernard – Fromagerie Sainte Godeleine – France
Your business:
We collect our milk from farmers in our village and transform it into around ten different varieties.
Your business is synonymous with:
Family, enthusiasm, creation, heritage and region!
What do you enjoy cheese with?
Coffee, beer, cider or an Alsace white wine
Why are you taking part in this year’s Cheese and Dairy Products Show?
We are taking part for the second time. If we are to grow, it's very important for us to
get out of our region and meet stakeholders across the sector.
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FOCUS ON 3 EXHIBITORS AT THE
DISCOVERY VILLAGE

new

2018

Fabien Vallélian – La Laiterie Moderne – Switzerland
Your business:
We select the best PDO Freiburg Vacherin and PDO Gruyère for our dairies – two cheeses
used in our fondues. We also make double-cream Gruyère.
Your business is synonymous with:
emotion, natural flavour with character, enthusiasm and meeting people.
What do you enjoy cheese with?
Friends, sharing a Norman wine-grower’s wine, as I like cooking tasty meals and eating
them!
Why are you taking part in the Cheese and Dairy Products Show for the first time?
Just a few months before he died, three-times Michelin-starred chef Philippe Rochat
created his own fondue. The Laiterie Moderne is now entrusted with his recipe, honouring his heritage as effectively as possible. We are proud of the trust that this major chef
had us in us and intend to safeguard this original recipe by presenting it for the first
time at this international show.

Franck Bonnevalle – Bois d’Amalthée – France
Your business:
Cheese-maker – Producer – Refiner
Your business is synonymous with:
Sharing! Sharing enthusiasm, showing a joint history and values.
What do you enjoy cheese with?
Everything! It's a question of matching things and how sensitive your palate is.
Why are you taking part in the Cheese and Dairy Products Show for the first time?
To introduce people to our range, to share our work and enthusiasm with them, but also
to talk to other stakeholders across the sector.
www.leboisdamalthee.fr

Saïd Akram – FierBois Tradition – France
Your business:
We make authentic and flavoursome yoghurts using artisan methods.
Your business is synonymous with:
Authenticity and an artisan approach!
What do you enjoy cheese with?
Everything! It's a question of matching things and how sensitive your palate is.
Why are you taking part in the Cheese and Dairy Products Show for the first time?
To introduce people to our range, to share our work and enthusiasm with them, but also
to talk to other stakeholders across the sector.
www.lefierbois.blogspot.fr
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EVENTS

5.1

EVENTS
PROGRAMME
Sunday 25 February

9 am
11:3O am
1:3O pm –
2:3O pm

Fontainebleau competition

Ile-de-France union of cheesemongers (UF IDF)

Unusual pairings:
beers/cheeses

Brasseurs de France (the association of French
brewers)

2 pm
3 pm

Discovering
British cheeses

3 pm
4 pm

discovering
American cheeses

Susan Sturman

3:3O pm
4:3O pm

Unusual pairings:
sake/cheeses

Maison Dassai et Maison du Saké

4:3O pm
5:3O pm

Unusual pairings:
honeys/cheeses

Fédération des Fromagers de France (federation
of cheesemongers of France) and CFPL (dairy
products training centre)

5 pm
6 pm

Unusual pairings:
coffee/cheeses

Malongo

Monday 26 February
1 pm
5 pm

Ile-de-France union of cheesemongers

Lyre d’Or competition
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Tuesday 27 February
1O am
11 am

Discovering
British cheeses

11 am
12 pm

Unusual pairings:
honeys/cheeses

Fédération des Fromagers de France (federation
of cheesemongers of France) and CFPL (dairy
products training centre)

11:3O am
12:3O pm

France by bike through
cheese country

Claire Perrinel

12:3O pm
1:3O pm

Meetings-dedications

1 pm
2 pm

Unusual pairings:
fruit/cheeses

Fédération des Fromagers de France (federation
of cheesemongers of France) and CFPL (dairy
products training centre)

2:3O pm
3:3O pm

Properly labelled PDO cheeses
in our shop windows =
well-informed customers

CNAOL (non-profit-making French national
council on dairy protected designations of origin)
and Fédération des Fromagers de France
(federation of cheesemongers of France)

3 pm
4 pm

Unusual pairings:
teas/cheeses

4 pm
5 pm

Unusual pairings:
beers/cheeses

Brasseurs de France (the association of French
brewers)

4:3O pm
5:3O pm

Discovering Brazilian
cheeses

By SerTãoBras, an NGO set up to develop
cheese culture in Brazil

Fédération des Fromagers de France (federation
of cheesemongers of France) and CFPL (dairy
products training centre)

Wednesday 28 February
9:3O am
10:3O am

Discovering
British cheeses

11 am
12 pm

Unusual pairings:
coffee/cheeses

Malongo

Programme produced on 5 January 2018, subject to changes
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5.2

A SECOND EDITION

RICH AND BOLD
FAVOURITES

The Coups de Coeur Competition was launched in 2016 and rewards the best products
on show based on a number of criteria, including their originality, their appearance,
how they taste and their texture. This year, 56 exhibitors from 8 countries took
part, entering 140 cheeses, dairy products and types of packaging. On 8 December,
a judging panel was put together to test and then vote for the 10 winning products
in the 2018 Coups de Coeur competition.

A JUDGING PANEL OF ENTHUSIASTIC GOURMET PROFESSIONALS
Marwen Armor

Manu Gault

Cheese retailer

Founder of the Fromaginaire Collective

Having set up La Vache dans Vignes, a boutique for fine wines
and refined cheeses, Marwen headed for Toulouse. He now
divides his time between the Toulouse IFOPCA training centre
and a new project, also to do with cheese. Watch this space.

and member of the Ligue des Fromagers Extraordinaires
(League of Extraordinary Cheese-Makers)

Delphine Jegou
Purchasing Manager – the Maison Plisson

Didier Bossu

Delphine Jegou is in charge of all purchasing for the Maison
Plisson, a whole new kind of concept where customers can
buy all types of foodstuff.

Les Folies Fermières – Cheese retailer
After more than 20 years spent working as sales director for a
number of major groups, Didier Bossu decided to retrain and
set up a shop specialised in everything to do with cheese.

Sara Lacomba
Sara Lacomba – Cheese producer
After ten years working for various media outlets, this Italian
from the Apulia region decided to set up Ottanta – the first
company to produce mozzarella, burrata and ricotta in Paris
using fresh local milk.

Camille Brossard
Specialist blogger – Iconocheese
Having discover the world of cheese-making as a cheese
retailer, Camille now works for herself as a cheese and cooking
writer.

Périco Legasse
Food critic at "Marianne"
He is known in particular for his documentary "Ces fromages
qu’on assassine” – an investigation into the difficult
relationship between traditional producers and large
industrial firms.

Michel Daho
La Ferme de Passy – Cheese retailer
Michel Daho can recite the complete list of French and
European cheeses off by heart – something which his
customers (to whom he gives advice depending on their
wishes) appreciate enormously.

Claire Sicard
Specialist blogger – Les Fromages de Clairette

Jonathan Deitch

Clairette shares all her enthusiasm for cheese – real, artisan
cheese – on her blog!

Specialist blogger – M Fromage

As well as 3 highly-informed consumers

On his blog, Jonathan chronicles his discovery of the world of
cheese.

Yannick Bouet, Pierre-Yves Gauthier
and Iza Alves.

Guillaume Dewet
Lycée Hôtelier Belliard – Teacher
Having studied at the Le Touquet catering College and after
a number of jobs working for major Paris-based companies,
Guillaume Dewet became a hotel and catering trainer at the
Lycée Hotelier Belliard training centre.

For its second edition, the Coups de Coeur Competition
was hosted at the Lycée Hotelier Belliard training centre
in Paris' 18th arrondissement. In addition to learning
about practical aspects of serving cheeses, pupils were
able to attend a lesson on cheeses for restaurants given
by Xavier Thuret, a master cheese-maker.

Marco Lubrano

Founder of the La Louve Cooperative (Paris’ 18
arrondissement) and member of the Board of Directors
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Munster Farmhouse Cheese,
Cheese-Maker's Selection

Gruyère PDO
Fromagerie Moléson – Stand C114
This Gruyère PDO is refined for 18
months and features a fine crust – the
result of time. A cheese that is both
fruity and intense – to be enjoyed with
a liqueur.

Siffert Frech Affineurs – Stand D102
This Munster PDO is slowly refined
over time, and so retains all its natural aromas while acquiring authentic
flavours with woody hints. Beneath
its yellow straw crust, this cheese is
surprisingly delicate. A harmonious
cheese that lingers on the palate.

La Manigodine

Satonnay with flower petals

Joseph Paccard – Stand A98
Produced in the Manigod Valley, this farmhouse vacherin is then refined in vaulted cellars before being buried for up to 5
weeks. Manigodine is wrapped in strips of
spruce wood and feels very pleasant on the
palate.

Fromagerie Chevenet – Stand B078
This small fresh goat's cheese made
with raw milk is wrapped in flower
petals which lend it a texture that is
both crunchy and creamy. Once on the
palate, nutty notes are detected – a
perfect balance!

Erborinato Sancarlone caffè in crosta

Luigi Guffanti – Stand E39
This new kind of blue cheese is refined
for at least 90 days after it has been covered with ground coffee beans, lending it
a crunchy texture on the palate. This extremely gourmet cheese can even be enjoyed as a dessert!
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Cheddar

Cashel Blue Organic

The Fine Cheese Co. – Stand A085
This Cheddar is made using traditional
methods, refined for 14 months and
can be flavoured any way you like it! Its
rich, creamy and slightly acid texture
make for an exceptional cheese that
will surprise on the palate.

Cashel Farmhouse Cheese-makers
and The Little Milk Co. – Stand C050

Produced in Ireland, Cahsel Blue is a
very creamy organic cow's milk cheese.
Once on the palate, the vegetable rennet is very much in evidence and one’s
taste buds will be spirited off straight
to Ireland.

Prune d’Ente mi-cuite

Dried tomato petals

Marc Peyrey – Stand E106
In this revised version, the prunes are sublimated by being half-cooked. This way,
they do not lose any of their soft aroma
or their sweetness and firmness. This outstanding creaminess is ideal for preparing
either sweet or savoury dishes.

Marc Peyrey – Stand E106
After they've been blanched and dried,
the tomato petals are mixed in with a
blend of oils, fresh herbs, oregano and
fresh garlic. These fresh combinations
bring out all the softness and intensity
of products harvested right in the middle of the season.

Camembert Heater
The Fine Cheese Co. – Stand A085
The only winner in the "small supplies and
equipment" category, this porcelain Camembert heater is the perfect gift for lovers of warm Camembert… or simply as a
means of enhancing the cheese once it has
been served on the table.
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5.3

DISCOVERING…

Another new event for this year's 15th edition – workshops for discovering…! Throughout the
show, British, American and even Brazilian cheese experts will be on hand to talk about cheeses
from their respective countries, as well as their local know-how. The programme will include new
products, discussions and – needless to say – tastings.

British cheeses!

American cheeses

Sunday 25 February – 2 pm
Tuesday 27 February – 10 am
Wednesday 28 February – 9:30 AM

Sunday 25 February – 3 pm

By Susan Sturman, Academie Opus Caseus

Did you know… the US is a country that produces (real)
cheese? Cheese production started many years ago
when the first European settlers arrived. Admittedly,
the US is known for its cheese slices, its spray cheeses,
etc. But over the past few years, it has started to diversify its cheese production.

With more than 700 cheese varieties, including 16 PDOs,
the UK's cheese tradition goes back a long way. In fact
Cheshire, one of the oldest, was even made during Roman times.
Cheddar is still – admittedly – the UK's best-known
cheese, with 25% of all milk that the country produces used for cheddar making. But one should not forget
blue Stilton, Shropshire and a number of other delights,
such as Sage Derby, Red Leicester, Newport 1665, Stinking Bishop and – without wishing to make a point – Waterloo!

It boasts more than 750 independent producers who together make more than 1500 varieties of artisan cheese.
Most of them come from 4 main regions: Vermont, California, Wisconsin and New York, but artisan cheeses are
produced in each of the 50 states!
Susan Sturman is American through and through, but
she knows France very well. Assistant Director of the
Ecole Ritz-Escoffier cooking school at the Paris Ritz Hotel, she has taught courses there on cheese.
She serves on the board of the American Cheese Society
and spearheaded the creation of the Certified Cheese
Professional™ programme and examination. She has
also been a frequent presenter at ACS conferences. She
created and leads the English-language programmes
put on by the Academie Opus Caseus, in partnership
with Laurent Mons. She has been inducted into the
Guilde Internationale des Fromagers and is on the Advisory Board of the Massachusetts Cheese Guild.

This workshop will be an opportunity to discover (and
even sample) some of these cheeses. You'll then be
able to visit the stands of exhibitors showcasing British
cheeses and supplement your knowledge.
Cheese or not to cheese – that is not the question!

discovering Brazilian
cheeses

Tuesday 27 February 4:30 / 5:30 pm
By SerTãoBras, an NGO set up to develop cheese
culture in Brazil

Come and discover – and sample – Brazil's artisan cheeses from regions such as Minas Gerais, São Paulo and Aracaju.
They are made from the raw milk of zebuine cows.

France by bike through cheese country
Tuesday 27 February – 11:30 am/12:30 pm
By Claire Perrinel

Once you have seen her short film, you can find out more about Claire Perrinel who did France by bike through cheese
country in 2017.
How she describes herself: As an agri-food engineer specialising in dairy products, I felt the need to get closer to milk
and its origins, as a means of giving back meaning to its transformation. So I spent six months cycling through France,
meeting farmers/cheese-makers. These enthusiastic men and women shared their day-to-day lives with me – rich
experiences that I would like to share with you via this short film.
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5.4

UNUSUAL

PAIRINGS

Although cheese and wine go perfectly well together, many curious people hesitate before experimenting with other cheese combos. And yet, cheese goes wonderfully with sweet dishes, fruit, honey and
jam… as well as with beverages with a great deal of character, such as beer, whiskey and sake! The show
will be an opportunity for visitors to attend the "Unusual Pairings" workshops and experiment with new
flavours.

Sakes and Cheeses
Maison Dassai et Maison du Saké
Sunday 25 February at 3:30 pm
Probably the best-known Japanese alcohol, sake goes
extremely well with cheese. Although some might
see this as inconceivable, a taste is all they’ll need to
change their minds. A rice wine (not a rice alcohol), Japanese sake it is a flavour enhancer that sets cheeses
off nicely. Come and enjoy a glass of sake with comté,
beaufort or a goat’s cheese.

Coffees and Cheeses
By Malongo
Sunday 25 February at 5 PM and Wednesday 28 February at 11 pm
Coffee is the second most popular beverage in the
world. And cheese is widely enjoyed throughout the
world. Coffees and Cheeses! These two regional products which have such specific organoleptic properties
are often consumed at the same time – in the morning,
for brunch or after a meal. Malongo – passionate about
good coffee and the desire to introduce people to this
unfamiliar combination – is experimenting with coffee
and cheese pairings: it wants to recommend the most
appropriate coffee to go with a favourite cheese, just
in the same way as people select a wine based on the
dish they are having. Come and take part in a highly unusual tasting experience and enjoy a range of different
coffees with Roquefort, Ossau-Iraty and Pont l’Evêque.
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Beers and Cheeses
By the Brasseurs de France
Saturday 25 February at 1:30 pm and Tuesday 27 February at 4 pm
The sheer diversity of beers makes for many possible pairings with the wide range of cheeses available. Because it does not contain tannins, beer
generally goes well with the soft creamy texture
of most cheeses, but this combination can fall
into 3 areas: a match based on regions, the pairing of opposites or the search for similarities.
Alcohol abuse is dangerous to your health. Enjoy in moderation.

Teas and cheeses
By the Fédération des Fromagers de France (federation of cheesemongers of France) and CFPL (dairy
products training centre)
Tuesday 27 February – 3 pm
Sampling a cheese with tea piques one's curiosity…
In actual fact, there are many occasions when teas
go well with cheeses – at breakfast, at the end of a
meal or even for just a break or a snack. Teas perfectly highlight the textures and aromas of most cheeses.
No need to be a tea expert to enjoy it – just give in to
temp-tea-tion!
Cheeses and fruit
By the Fédération des Fromagers de France (federation of cheesemongers of France) and CFPL (dairy
products training centre)
Tuesday 27 February – 1 pm
These are simple, easy combinations to put together
as a way of showcasing not just the sensorial qualities of cheeses… but also their seasonality. The sheer
diversity of fresh fruit provides many a pleasure and
it can be consumed at any time throughout the day,
while adding a fresh touch to cheese platters and livening them up.
Cheeses and honeys
By the Fédération des Fromagers de France (federation of cheesemongers of France) and CFPL (dairy
products training centre)
Sunday 25 February at 4:30 pm
And Tuesday 27 February – 11 am
We've all appreciated that essential "goats cheese
and honey" combo. But what kind of goats cheese and
what kind of honey go well together? Honeys are just
as varied as cheeses, with a multiplicity of different
aromas, textures and colours. Let yourself to be guided as you discover the sheer wealth of possibilities for
pairing these two choice foodstuffs.
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5.5

EXPERTS'

MEETINGS

Since 2012, the Cheese and Dairy Products Show has been providing visitors with the opportunity
to attend individual events to supplement their training and enrich their expertise and knowledge
on topical issues. As is the case every year, the show has joined forces with a number of prominent
partners to organise these events.

The programme at the Events Stage:
How to set up or take over
a cheese and dairy shop

Allergens: "How to communicate this information to my customers and turn this requirement
into "a real asset""

Organised by the Fédération des Fromagers de France (federation of cheesemongers of France)

Organised by the Fédération des Fromagers de France (federation of cheesemongers of France)

Maybe you are thinking about taking over or setting up
your own shop, but you don't know which location you
should choose, how to go about it or how to get your
idea off the ground. Our judge will answer all your questions on adopting the best strategy for your particular
idea. The profession of cheese and dairy retailer is really
taking off at the moment, but it is one that requires expertise! Come and find out just how rich and diverse the
profession is at this event.

Turn this regulatory requirement into a real asset! The
purpose of this workshop is to provide an overview of
the regulatory requirements, to detail various allergens
and – most importantly – to put in place appropriate
communications means.
The European regulation on information for consumers
about foodstuffs (INCO) took effect on 13 December
2014 and requires that certain allergens present in prepared foods be declared.

Sunday 25 February – 1:45 pm -3 pm
Sunday 27 February – 9:30-10:30 am and 3:30-4:30 pm
Wednesday 28 February – 9:30 am-10:30 am

Sunday 25 February – 1:45 pm-3 pm
Sunday 27 February – 9:30-10:30 am and 3:30-4:30 pm
Wednesday 28 February – 9:30 am-10:30 am

How to digitise your business and take up the new challenges of the future.
Saturday 25 and Monday 26 February: Exquis Factory
How to get yourself known, manage your image, engage your community, recruit new customers and increase your sales. Using social networks. You can use
them to create close, familiar links with your customers, maximising their loyalty so they become spokespersons for your business. Find out about the training
programme organised by the Fromagers de France.

Tuesday 27 and Wednesday 28 February: ADS Editions
The various aspects involved in digitising the job of
cheese and dairy professional: communications strategy, services for customers (click and collect, etc.), online sales, centralised data management, etc. Which
social network for my sales outlet? How to attract
clients and develop their loyalty All these questions
can be tackled with the help of our sector experts.

Sunday 25 February – 1:45 pm-4 pm
Sunday 27 February – 9:30-10:30 am and 3:30-4:30 pm
Wednesday 28 February – 9:30 AM-10:30 am

Meetings-dedications
“Profession Fromager” – the magazine for dairy professionals – is inviting you to meet the authors of recent books
all about cheese: Pascal Fauvillle (“On the cheese again”), Luc Poirot (“Comté morbier Mont d’o”), Louis-Antoine
Lauvergne (Starter cheese sampling set), the whole “Profession Fromager” team for the “Refining Guide”…
Sunday 27 February – 12:30 pm-1:30 pm

“Properly labelled PDO cheeses in our shop windows = well-informed customers” conference
Tuesday 27 February, 2:30 pm to 3:30 pm at the Events Stage
The labelling regulations for cheeses and dairy products which use official quality labels ( PDO or PGI) are set out in
EU regulation no. 1169/2011 on the provision of food information to consumers, as well as in French law no. 2007628 of 27 April 2007 on cheeses and cheese specialities (amended). These are further supplemented by texts or specific labelling regulations, laid out in the specifications for each of these products. The CNAOL (non-profit-making
French national council on dairy protected designations of origin) and Fédération des Fromagers de France (federation of cheese-makers of France) will give you an educational introduction to these labelling regulations which apply
to dairy PDOs and PGIs.
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5.6

THE LYRE D’OR COMPETITION
& THE FONTAINEBLEAU COMPETITION

The Lyre d’Or Competition

Sunday 26 February - 1 pm to 5 pm
By the Ile-de-France union of cheesemongers

Visual highlights from the 2016 edition

An unmissable event at the show! The 6th edition of this
competition will start at 1 PM on Monday 26 February and
will pit 16 contestants against one another with a highly original theme: weddings! This competition will reward
the expertise of cheese-dairy professionals in coming up
with and producing a cheese platter.
Although know-how is important, candidates must also
remember to comply with rules on hygiene and creativity. The judges will enjoy contemplating the whole range
of expertise of cheese/dairy professionals. Technique and
the ability to keep in mind the nature of the situation for
which the platter is to be produced are extremely important.
They will be judged on the choice and quality of the cheeses, technique, aesthetics, their juxtaposition of cheeses
and hygiene.
The list of contestants will be revealed at the end of January.

The Fontainebleau Competition

Wednesday 25 February from 9 am to 11:30 am
By the Ile-de-France union of cheese-makers

After the successful launch of the Fontainebleau Competition in 2016, it's back again this year and will be held starting
at 9 am on Sunday 25 February. It will be compered by Éric
Lefebvre, one of France's foremost cheese-making craftsman!
The candidates will have to prepare dishes in front of the
work assessment and tasting judges, proving their mastery
and their creativity in relation to this original product from
the Ile-de-France region. The trials will involve 3 sessions:
traditional recipe, savoury recipe and sweet recipe.
A major change for this year is that the contestants will put
their three Fontainebleau cheese platters together in front
of the general public.
The list of contestants will be revealed at the end of January.
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Visual highlights from the 2016 edition

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
Sunday 25 to Wednesday 28 February 2018
Open to professional visitors from 9 am to 7 pm
(except Wednesday 28 February – the show closes at 3 pm)

Paris Expo – Porte de Versailles – Hall 7.3
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There is a press area at www.en.salon-fromage.com
Press accreditation requests should be submitted directly online

Press contacts – Madame Kotoba Agency
Cécilia Ah-Tong: cat@madamekotoba.fr – +33 (0)6 44 19 23 56
Bérengère Creton – bc@madamekotoba.fr – +33 (0)6 62 62 93 49
www.salon-fromage.com – @SalonduFromage – #SalonDuFromage

